Attachment Material

Set #1. Input album
Set #1. Categorization tree
Set #1. Ground truth
Set #1. Image summary (Our method)

Set #1. Image summary (AutoCollage)
Set #1. Image summary (photo-collage Ref.[YLG*14] )
Set #2. Input album
Set #2. Categorization tree
Set #2. Ground truth
Set #2. Image summary (Our method)
Set #2. Image summary (AutoCollage)

Set #1. Image summary (photo-collage Ref.[YLG*14] )
Set #3. Input album
Set #3. Categorization tree
Set #3. Ground truth
Set #3. Image summary (Our method)
Set #3. Image summary (AutoCollage)

Set #1. Image summary (photo-collage Ref.[YLG*14] )
Set #4. Input album
Set #4. Categorization tree
Set #4. Ground truth
Set #4. Image summary (Our method)
Set #4. Image summary (AutoCollage)
Set #1. Image summary (photo-collage Ref.[YLG*14] )
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